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childsafe 
Overland Partners | San Antonio, TX



























what we did. Created a safe space. 
what we did well. Circled back. Included art + 
prioritized access to exterior spaces. 
what we learned. Trauma comes in many 
forms.  
what was missed. We did not meet with 
children + could have learned more from sub 
contractors. 



plaza guadalupe
Latinos in Architecture | AIA San Antonio, TX





































EXISTING CONDITIONS

UNDERUTILIZED AREAS



EXISTING CONDITIONS

COMPROMISED VISIBILITY



EXISTING CONDITIONS

GREEN SPACE































“Scream so that one day a hundred years 
from now another sister will not have to dry 
her tears wondering where in history she lost 
her voice.”  

-Jasmin Kaur
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years from now another sister will not 
have to dry her tears wondering where 
in history she lost her voice.”  

-Jasmin Kaur







what we did. Listened. Committed the time. 
Activated public space.   
what we did well. Collaborated.  Fed people. 
Focused attention.
what we learned. Fences are not solutions to 
patterns of systemic racism + disinvestment.  
When educators + architects partner it is 
magic
what was missed. Report out planning. 
Urgencies.



rose fellowship
Opportunity Communities | Boston + Chelsea, MA
Nuestra Comunidad Development Corporation + 
The Neighborhood Developers















what I want to do. Listen. Learn. Assist. 
Collaborate. 
what I can do well. Absorb. Advocate for 
artists and efficient communication 
internally. 
what I have learned. Architectural value 
engineering can be informed by resident 
services.
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childsafe
Partnerships are vast.
Imagine WITH users.
Respect expertise.
Question scope(s).
Art is a form of healing.



plaza guadalupe / family design day
Multi-generational input is vital.  
Connect civic engagement + built environment 
exercises / events.
Organizing is messy.
Fun is important.



rose fellowship @ OppCo
Resident Services + Community Building + Real 
Estate teams can inform each other.
I am not alone in the work that I care about.



question 1
A community on my mind is...



question 2
This community provides provide me with...



question 3
I can better support this community by...



thank you.

www.siboneyds.com


